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With beautiful countryside, charming coastal haunts and some great cities and culture (with
London itself just a short train ride away) Sussex is full of surprises. But with all the history,
culture and landscapes of both East and West Sussex to explore, how do you know where to
start? Luckily, our fantastic Sussex travel guide is here to steer you in the right direction.
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PEAK SEASON

JUNE- SEPT

TRANSPORT TALK

BY WHEELS

BY BIKE

BY TAXI

Hire a car for access to the
more remote areas of
Sussex, particularly within
the South Downs National
Park. Use one of the major
rental services which
operate out of Brighton,
Portsmouth and London.

Speeding around the
Sussex countryside by bike
is a joy. GPS Routes have
listed many of the different
cycling trails you can take
in the county including
Centurion Way and the
Brighton to Eastbourne
bike trail.
.

Taxi services in and around
the Sussex area are widely
available, you'll find them in
towns and cities at
designated taxi ranks. They
are also available to pre
book over the phone from
various providers.

BY WATER

BY AIR

BY BUS OR TRAIN

Newhaven ferry port is
located between Brighton
and Eastbourne and
provides the closest link to
France via Dieppe.

There are various airports
all within easy reach to
Sussex, including London
Gatwick, which is just 30
minutes by train.

Sussex’s proximity to
London means that there is
a comprehensive network
of train lines and bus
services heading to most
towns.
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HIDDEN GEMS

The South Downs
This area is well-known for the
popular walking routes, but for
a lesser known patch of natural
wonder, head to the High
Weald in East Sussex.

Chichester Harbour
Head away from the main towns and
resorts, and venture instead to the
wetlands of Chichester Harbour, which
offers several idyllic spots for a quiet
beach day.

Brighton
Chichester

Herstmonceux Castle Estate
Less well-known than its equivalents in
Bodiam and Arundel, is a spectacular
red-brick, multi-towered structure
surrounded by a moat.

Hastings

Long Man of Wilmington
No one knows how this chalk figure
ended up carved into the hillside
outside Eastbourne, but it certainly
makes for a unique sight.

Hidden Gems
Picks for Kids
Best Activities
Foodie Delights

TOP PICKS FOR KIDS
Explore

Cycling Tour

Family Adventure

There’s a ton to explore in
Sussex. Chichester Tour
Guides can get you right to
the heart of this eclectic
and lively Sussex city,
which has a wealth of
history to discover. The
kids may enjoy a tour of
the city’s Roman past.

One family activity that
always goes down well is a
bike ride. Brighton Bike
Tours can show you the
most interesting bits of
Brighton in a fun and
entertaining way. Tours are
private so you can go at
your own speed.

There are plenty of theme
parks and activity centres
in Sussex. Fisher’s Farm
Park not only offers visitors
all the fun of a farm park
but also gives kids the
opportunity to enjoy an offroad bug safari.

Fly through the Air

See a Shark

Let the Kids Play

For possibly the ultimate
Sussex experience, you
need to take to the air.
Boultbee Flight
Academy offers a thrill like
no other, heading up into
the wide blue sky in a
Spitfire and taking a flight
over the English Channel.

Aquariums are good
places to learn and engage
with marine life. At Blue
Reef Aquarium live the
world’s most venomous
fish; angel sharks and
porcupine puffer fish. A day
out sure to entertain the
kids!

At Treasure Island,
youngsters can wear
themselves out running
along the gang planks and
plunging down the slides
of the outdoor park or
dodging the obstacles in
the indoor area, while
adults can relax.
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MAP IT OUT: WHERE TO FIND THE BEST FOR KIDS

Family Adventure
See a Shark

Fly Through the Air

Hastings

Brighton
Chichester

Cycling Tour
Explore

Let the Kids Play

CROWD-PLEASERS: BEST ACTIVITIES
Go Wild

Drive a Vintage

Watch Eagles Soar

Axe & Paddle Bushcraft
run various workshops that
will teach you everything
you need to know about
surviving in the wilderness,
from building your own fire
to catching and preparing
your own dinner!

Another way you can enjoy
the countryside is by
seeing it from the seat of a
car. Mithril Racing gives
you and your friends the
chance to tackle
Goodwood Motor Circuit in
a range of classic cars.

If you prefer your
adventures to be based
more around nature, you
might enjoy a trip to Sussex
Falconry. You can either sit
back and enjoy the aerial
acrobatics or get up and
close with the owls, hawks
and kites!

Tour a Haunted Prison

Stride Around the City

Float Around

Sussex isn't all thrills and
getting back to nature –
parts of it can really give
you the chills! A tour
around Arundel Jailhouse
is a candle-lit exercise in
atmosphere as the grisly
past of the Georgian prison
are revealed.
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For something a bit more
light-hearted, head for
Sussex’s most vibrant city
and tackle the Only in
Brighton tour. This lively
and fun tour tells you all
about the unique side of
Brighton!

There’s also plenty of
waterways to enjoy in
Sussex. Solar Heritage‘s
tours explore the
marshland around
Chichester harbour. They’re
beautifully engaging and
ecologically responsible
too!

MAP IT OUT: WHERE TO FIND THE BEST FOR GROUPS

Tour a Haunted
Drive a Vintage Prison
Brighton
Chichester

Float Around

Watch Eagles Soar
Hastings

Stride around the City
Go Wild

BEST FOODIE DELIGHTS
The Ambrette

The Ginger Fox
The Ginger Fox, near
Brighton, does the pub
lunch experience perfectly,
with a pleasant outdoor
dining area in their beer
garden and exquisite food
made from locally sourced
ingredients!

Angel Food Kitchen
The Ambrette is famous for
its fusion of locally sourced
ingredients and delicious
Indian cuisine. This is topclass cuisine of the highest
order and the Ambrette’s
tasting menu is a
gastronomic odyssey!

The Little Fish Market

Why not take a trip to
Brighton’s Angel Food
Kitchen? They do a huge
range of baking lessons
and you can choose
between joining a larger
group or a private lesson
where you can choose
which skills to learn.

The Earl of March

Dishes to Try
Head to The Little Fish
Market in Hove, which
started out as a fish market
and now serves the
seafood instead of selling
it. It’s very popular and
quite small, so booking
ahead is strongly advised!
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Sussex is home to one of
the UK’s only sparkling
wines, Nyetimber. The
Sussex Pond Pudding is
worth trying if you see it on
the menu. And if you’re at
the seaside, pick up a stick
of Brighton Rock!

For somewhere that has all
the welcoming
atmosphere of a country
inn but the cuisine of a
high-end restaurant,
try The Earl of March
which takes pub eating to
the next level!

MAP IT OUT: WHERE TO FIND THE BEST FOR FOODIES

The Earl of March
The Little Fish Market
Chichester

The Ambrette

The Ginger Fox
Angel Food Kitchen
Brighton

Hastings

We’d like to think we know travel pretty well. Since we first hatched Oliver’s Travels
in 2003 it’s been essentially all we’ve talked about. You could call us obsessed.
Our extensive blog, Oliver’s Journal has got tons of information and inspiration on
locations across Europe and the Caribbean. It’s a one-stop shop for family-friendly
holiday fun, the best group activities, foodie finds and a good dose of adventure. If
you found this travel guide useful, (we hope you did!), you can find a whole host
more on the blog, too!
At Oliver's Travels we don't do ordinary. From luxury villas in France and
large holiday homes in Sussex, to Mediterranean villas with pools and
Caribbean beach villas, we have something for everyone, everywhere.
.
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